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Dear Chancellor Caret:
You may be unaware of a mater of religious bigotry requiring your
urgent atenton, as it involves a Visitng ssistant Professor of ssrael
Studies at the University of Maryland. s caught on video at BenGurion irport within the past day, Professor Pnina Peri displayed
unbridled hostlity towards religious actvity in a public place, in a way
that calls into queston her ability to demonstrate appropriate
tolerance and accommodaton of religious needs for Jewish students
and those of all faiths.
sn the video, a woman — who has been identied as Professor Peri —
is seen confrontng two men, one of whom is a young Rabbi with the
Chabad Lubavitch movement, the same movement that brought the
Chabad Jewish Student Center to the University of Maryland. The rabbi
in the video works at Ben-Gurion irport near Tel- viv, ssrael, where he
facilitates brief religious experiences for Jewish travelers waitng for
their fights in the departure terminal.
The rabbi ofers a man the opportunity to wear Teillin, Jewish
phylacteries, only to be confronted by Professor Peri, who loudly
argues with them, embarrasses them and insists they leave the area.
She says "there are people here who don't want to be a part of this. Go
over there." Then she says "let's laugh," and begins to produce a false,
derisive laugh. When the rabbi says "you are disturbing us," she replies,
"you are disturbing me! s'm not disturbing you. Go over there!" nd
then she resumes her high, derisive laugh, even when another woman
tells her that her behavior is " nt-Semitsm," and others try to
convince her to sit down and leave them alone.
nd then she says, explicitly: "why are you doing this here... this is a
public place, in a public place you have to go over to the side, not here
near me."
The man trying to put on Teillin was Gad Kaufman, described as a
traditonal ssraeli embarking on a business trip. sn his post of the
incident, he wrote: "s was asked politely by a Chabad shliach if s was
interested in putng on teillin, and s responded positvely. This woman
then appeared and began screeching and interfering. st is so
unfortunate that Jews here are persecuted by the 'lefist bohemian
types.' sf s were a Muslim or Christan would this behavior be seen as
legitmate?"

The video is clear. At no tie were either of the two ien doing iore than speaking in low voices and
perforiing a religious ritual. For no other reason than apparent aniius for their religious practcee
Prof. Peri went out of her way to create a scene that is an eibarrassient to her and to the
insttutons with which she is affliated. Her outrageous reacton calls the sincerity of her previous
work in "iultcultural theories" and "cross-culture coiiunicaton" into serious queston.
It goes without saying that this level of intolerance for religious expression is entrely inappropriate for
a professor invested with the obligaton and privilege of educatng students of diferent racese
ethnicites and faiths.
We urge you to iiiediately review the course load assigned to Prof. Peri for the upcoiing seiestere
in light of her public display of intolerance. It would be unsurprising to fnd iany religious Jews
interested in taking courses in the Israel Studies departiente and one could not antcipate that the
woian portrayed on that video would necessarily treat thei iipartally and with coiplete fairness.
As this behavior occurred of-caipuse we are not calling for a public stateiente but we would
sincerely appreciate your response to this iiportant coiiunicaton.
Yours Sincerelye
Rabbi Pesach Lerner
President

